RRCUS 2017 NS Portland Oregon Results

BEST OF BREED

Judge Mr. William (Bill) Shelton
(61 dogs entered, 5 absent
52 Bitches entered, 9 absent)

Best of Breed “Justine“
GCHB CH NASHIRA’S JUST BEAT-M ALL 11/5/2014 Breeder(s): Concetta M Jez, Jennifer A Finnie, Ted
Jez By: GCH NARHIAS HEIR TO THE TRIPPLE CROWN JC CGC - NASHIRA’S BEAT BOPPIN BETTY BOOP
OF L’ENGAI Owner(s): Concetta M Jez, Paula Edris
Best of Winners/Winners Dog & Award of Merit “Leo”

CAMELOT'S LEO, KING OF BEAST 8/26/2016 Breeder(s): Clayton Heathcock, Louise Vangsgaard
By: GCHP Diablo's Back Alley Brawler - GCHB Camelot's Hazelnut Macchiato Owner(s): Scott Alford, Sheli Cardova, Clayton Heathcock

Best of Opposite “Rugby”

GCHP DIABLO'S BACK ALLEY BRAWLER CGC 5/8/2012 Breeder(s): Kevin McNary, Shelley McNary, Nancy Faville
By: CH ORANGEWOOD'S TALK O' THE TOWN - CH DIABLO'S LONDON CALLING
Owner(s): Nancy Faville, Helle Rasmussen, Rebecca Boese
Best Veteran & Award of Merit “Zero”
GCHG INVICTUS NIGHTMARE BEFORE XMAS JC
Owner(s): Erin Coogan, Tamzin Hart

Select Bitch “Zuma”
GCHS HIGHLAND RIM’S ZUMA ROCKS WALKER SC CGC 7/3/2014 Breeder(s): Elizabeth Mask, Julie M
Eschilling By: GCH TC TIGRIS AFICAN TREASURE BN RE MC MXG MJG MXP5 MXPSMJP6 MJPS RAX2 - GCH
BAKARI’S SALOME OF THE HIGHLAND RIM JC CA Owner(s): Shana Owen, Brad Owen
Select Dog “Desmond”

GCHG JUBA LEE DESMOND KING OF DIAMONDS 12/16/2011
Breeder(s): Kerry Williams, Christine St George
By: CH CALLUNA’S MAXXWELL D OF JUBA LEE SC THDA CGCA - DC JUBA LEE’S PARIS WITH PANACHE SC
Owner(s): Eric King, Ava Swayze

Awards of Merit
GCH LANE'S OOH LALA 7/26/2014 Breeder(s): Elizabeth Lane, Lanya Hayden, Piper Hayden
By: KIMANI'S SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT - CH LANE'S AHEAD OF HER TIME Owner(s): Elizabeth Lane, David Hurst, Lanya Hayden, Piper Hayden

KIMANI'S HERE COMES THE SUN 4/2/1946 Breeder(s): Roberta Porter, Alicia Hanna
By: GCH KIMANI'S BORNE O THE BEST - CH KIMANI'S SOMETHING SPECTACULAR Owner(s): Roberta Porter, Alicia Hanna
KIMANI’S SOMETHING SPECTACULAR 11/1/09 Breeder(s): Dr. Timothy Bostley, Alicia Hanna By: -

KIMANI’S SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT – KIMANI’S CLOS DE BOIS Owner(s): Roberta Porter, Alicia Hanna

GCHS JUBA LEE’S ISLAND GIRL 10/27/2014 Breeder(s): Kerry Williams By: CH RIVDRTCITY’S SPEED RACER - GCH DC JUBA LEE’S PAPA TART SC Owner(s): Kerry Williams, Mary Holand, Jane Cook
GCH KIMANI'S VISUAL EFFECTS 11/11/2013 Breeder(s): Alicia Hanna By: CH KIMANI'S AIRES ABOVE THE GROUND JC - KIMANI KEPT IN TRUST Owner(s): Alicia Hanna, Elaine Demopolous, Joyce Wilkinson

GCH KIMANI'S INDELIBLE IMPRESSION JC 3/21/12 Breeder(s) Alicia Hanna, George Mohr CH KIMANI'S STAR POWER – CH KIMANI'S LASTING IMPRESSION JC Owner(s): Alice Walls, A Hanna, E Demopoulos, J Wilkinson
WINNERS BITCH & AOM

TOIYABE’S LEADING THE DYNASTY 4/25/2016 Breeder(s): Wendy Peirce, Robin Cohen, Kerry Williams By GCHG CH INVICTUS NIGHTMARE BEFORE XMAS JC - GCHB CH JUBA LEE PAPA PINOTAGE AT RIMROCK RA RATI NTD CGC Owner(s): Wendy Peirce

RESERVE WINNERS DOG

KIMANI’S WOW FACTOR 6/6/2016 Breeder(s): Alicia Hanna By: GChB Ch. Kimani’s Borne o’ The Best - Kimani Kept In Trust Owner(s): Alicia Hanna, Elaine Demopolous, Joyce Wilkinson
RESERVE WINNERS BITCH

JUBA LEE'S TRUMP THIS 11/8/2016 Breeder(s): Kerry Williams, Christine St George By GCHS KODA'S MIGHTY MAN OF VALOR RN SC OJP NAJ CGC - CH JUBA LEE POPPI'S BIG BANG THEORY RA SC CA CGC Owner(s): Becky & David Nelson, Kerry Williams, C. St George

BEST IN VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES - Judge: Ms. Karen LaFleur

CH BEAUBIJOU'S LITTLE SPECIAL 4/3/07 Breeder(s): Avril Hall-Mahil, By: CH MSHINDAJI'S SAT NITE SPECIAL - CH BEAUBIJOU'S FIRE N'ICE OF COURSE Owner(s): Paul Mahil, Avril Hall-Mahil
BEST OF OPPPOSITE IN VETERANS SWEEPSTAKES

GCH JUBA LEE IT’S ALL GOOD FOR SEABROOK & RAIZULI 3/17/10 Breeder(s): Kerry Williams, Christine St George By: CH NASHIRA’S ZINFULLY GOOD JUBA LEE SC - CH JUBA LEE’S LICENSE TO FLY SC Owner(s): Kerry Williams, Sondra Seabrook Agent: Juliet Clendenon

BEST IN JUNIOR SWEEPSTAKES

CH JUBALEE’S PHANTOM FIGHTER 3/31/2016 Breeder(s): Kerry Williams By: CH CALLUNA’S MAXXWELL D OF JUBA LEE SC THDA CGCA - GCH DC JUBA LEE’S PAPA TART Owner(s): Deb Sutherland, Tim Sutherland, Kerry Williams
BEST OF OPPOSITE IN JUNIOR SWEEPSTAKES

TOIYABE’S LEADING THE DYNASTY 4/25/2016 Breeder(s): Wendy Peirce, Robin Cohen, Kerry Williams By: GCHG CH INVICTUS NIGHTMARE BEFORE XMAS JC - GCHB CH JUBA LEE PAPA PINOTAGE AT RIMROCK RA RATI NTD CGC Owner(s): Wendy Peirce

BEST IN PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES

JUBA LEE'S TRUMP THIS 11/8/2016 Breeder(s): Kerry Williams, Christine St George By: GCHS KODA’S MIGHTY MAN OF VALOR RN SC OJP NAJ CGC - CH JUBA LEE POPPI’S BIG BANG THEORY RA SC CA CGC Owner(s): Becky Nelson, David Nelson, Kerry Williams, Christine St George
BEST OF OPPOSITE IN PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES

SUNKISSED CIRCLE OF LIFE 12/15/2016 Breeder(s): Chandler Mercer, Michelle Michael By CH SUNKISSED SOUL DESIRE BY JORDAN - GCH SUNKISSED HEART OF IT ALL FROM ADILI Owner(s): Michelle Michael

4 - 6 MONTH BEGINNER PUPPY COMPETITION

Judge: Ms. Mary Lynne Elliot
Best Beginner Puppy (Bitch)
JUSTICERIDGE MAKING MEMORIES GREAT AGAIN 4/8/2017
Breeder(s): Tina Jones, Moriah Stewart By CH DIABLO’S PEN & INK – GCH JUSTICERIDGE MORIAH'S HONOR AN GLORY JCOwner(s): Tina Jones
**Best Of Opposite Beginner Puppy (Dog)**

AZIZA’S HIGH ROLLER BY PRESIDIO

4/13/17

Breeder(s): Aura Lee Savaglio, James Pasquini

By: GCHG RAVIRO CHIPOSHI REMINGTON RIMFIRE JC CGC - CH AZIZA’S HOT PINK POLKA DOT

Owner(s): Martha Prendergast, Erin Prendergast, Aura Lee Savaglio

---

**JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP**

**BEST JUNIOR: LAURA BUSSARD**

GCHB CH SWEET CREEK’S ROCHE ROUGE CGC 6/18/13

Breeder(s): Isabela Mailman, Eric Mailman, Leslie Munson, Thomas Munson, GCH ROLLINGS ANSEL ADAMS BY SPRINGVALLY - GCH LUNA BLU TIGRIS BY SWEET CREEK JC

Owners: Andrea Wickham, Ryan Bussard, Laura Bussard, Isabela Mailman, Eric Mailman

**Handler: Laura Bussard**
TOP 25 WINNER-Judges Larry Fenner-Clayton Heathcock-Jane Treiber
BISS GCHS Cordell's Potential Unlocked CGCA “Winston”

Sire-GCH Hunter's Ridge Sure Shot By Kwetu

Dam-Cordell's Driving Me Crazy Ms Daisy Of Hunter’s Ridge

Breeder: Muriel Wood & Dennis Wood

Owner: Josephine Baruch-Tucker

Presented by: Frank J. Murphy
OBEDIENCE-High in Trial-Judge Ms. Theresa Temple
WHEATRIDGE I'M ALL ABOUT THE BASS
Breeder(s): Pat Brunstetter, T Shar
By: GCH EXCALIBER'S ARCTURUS THE BEAR GUARDIAN OF ARISTOS-TC WHEATRIDGE SOLOIST O'KAHLU UDX4 OM7
Owner(s): Pat Brunstetter, T Shar
- 197.5
Lure Coursing Best of Breed-Judges-Ms. Beth Levine-Ms. MaryEllen Chaffin
Koru's Whoa Nilli! CGC  By: TC MACH10 Koru's C'Ya Later SC, MXG3, MJB4, XF, T2B13, RN, CGC, VC - GCH Beaubijou’s Westcoast Red, SC  Owner(s): Beth Lockhart
AGILITY HIGH IN TRIAL: Judge: Ms. Debbie Wheeler and Ms. Paula Ratoza

"Indy" MACH2 FC NORTHLSTAR'S LET FREEDOM RING MC CDX TD MXG MJG RE

Owner(s): Carol Vesely, Jerry Vesely
High Rally Combined-Judge Ms. Carolyn Ray
GCH DC FRELAND’S I AM DRINKING STARS CD RE SC MX MXJ MJB NF BN CGCA Owner(s): Jennifer Underwood, Lee Hedl
Breeder Stake winner - Jennifer Underwood and "Moet and "Gypsy"
Judge-Mr. Chris Abrahams

Triathlon Results for 2017
Best in Triathlon - Pat Brunstetter and "Cello" 1st Select - Monnie Biety and "Rafiki"
2nd Select - Jennifer Underwood and "Moet" 3rd Select - Jennifer Underwood and "Gypsy"
4th Select - Linda and Michael Smith and "Bing" 5th Select - Barbara Sasaki and "Sansei"
Kennel Stake winner - Jennifer Underwood and "Moet" and "Gypsy"
Breeder Stake winner - Jennifer Underwood and "Moet and "Gypsy"
All these dogs were Triple Qualifiers as well as Pat Hess with "Annie"
By Carol Vesely on FB
BEST Ridge 2017-Judges-Mr. Matthew Coughlin-Ms. Patty Olney

FM's LUNATIC FRINGE “Jane”
Owners: Mr. Frank Murphy, Debra Johnson-Murphy
BEST Opposite Best Ridge-Judges-Ms. Patty Olney-Ms. Denise Eberhard

GCH Shakaridge Highlander’s Paladin CGC RN “Trooper”
Owners: Cindi A Pike, David Cherry